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Introduction

On a mercifully dry February 12, 2015, a significant work force gathered in Seattle's South Lake Union neighborhood on the corner of Dexter and Harrison. (Fig. 1) The object of this group was the removal of a large street clock which had stood in this spot since 1939. Larry Johnson, architectural history consultant to the developer, documented the removal on his blog, Feb. 14, 2015. Chuck Roesser, Essence of Time, was also present for the removal in an official consultant capacity. Ultimately we hope he will be restoring the clock. The most exciting revelation was the discovery of a jeweler’s name still faintly visible on the dials when closely examined after removal.

The clock is being saved as part of the redevelopment of this area. The developer is being required to salvage, restore and reinstall the clock near its original location because nine of Seattle’s surviving street clocks were designated as historic landmarks in 1981.

406 Dexter Ave. and its History

The building at 406 Dexter was occupied by Seattle’s only street clock maker, Joseph Mayer in 1936. He had moved from his factory in the Colman Annex at 81 Marion where he had been since 1905. Mayer reincorporated as Northern Smelting and Refining Co. in November 1935.

Mayer’s earliest street clocks began to appear in 1909. By 1935 he had produced over 100 street clocks, at least 40 of which once stood in and around Seattle. Others could be found in cities and towns all over Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Montana, California and British Columbia. By 1936, the heyday of the street clock had passed and Mayer had business and health problems all of which contributed to death by his own hand August 7, 1937.

On February 16, 1938 Northern Smelting and Refining became Northern Stamping and Manufacturing Co. It was incorporated by Ned Thompson, B.L. Culbertson and P.E. Thompson to deal in precious metals. In November 1939 a Seattle street use permit was signed by Paul Costello, Vice President, to move an eight dial street clock to 406 Dexter Ave.

The below ad appeared in a 1943 Jeweler’s Circular directory. This would indicate National Stamping continued using the Joseph Mayer mark on flatware and souvenir spoons. They also used the “NS” mark, probably on new designs.

Northern Stamping was bought out in 1945 and became E.J. Towle Co. still located at 406 Dexter. Both Northern Stamping and E.J. Towle concentrated primarily on silver flatware and souvenir spoons. Both
firms retained over 14,000 hand sunk dies for spoons, fraternal emblems and medals. Towle used the “EJT” mark on spoon designs they originated. In the 1960’s and 70’s they reissued at least 42 Mayer designs. These usually had a new bowl design—narrower than the original Mayer spoons.5

In 1980 Charles B. Cantrell in partnership with Raoul Leblanc purchased E.J. Towle. They renamed the company West Earth, Inc. and continued the business at 406 Dexter. LeBlanc issued a catalog in 1981 listing many of the spoon dies and offering some of them for sale.6 Apparently Towle retained title to the dies and was leasing them to LeBlanc. Many of the original dies were sold to collectors. The West Earth trademark incorporated the “WE”. In 1985, Cantrell bought out Raoul Leblanc and named the company Metal Arts Group.

Most of the original belt driven equipment was still in place at 406 Dexter when it was demonstrated to a national souvenir spoon collector convention in 1992. Metal Arts was purchased by J. H. Recognition Co. of Portland, OR in 1999 and all activity was moved to Portland. The Metal Arts Co. web site still traces its ancestry to Joseph Mayer.7

The Eight Dial Clocks
The ultimate street clocks built by Joseph Mayer are the monumental eight dial models. These clocks, standing over 20 feet tall, featured a unique set of four dials at pedestrian eye level arranged around the top of the base. Some had sweep seconds hands and some seconds dials at the “6”. Mayer designed his own version of an E. Howard movement which featured a Denison gravity escapement, temperature compensated pendulum and Mayer patent electric winding system. The clocks were state of the art and cost at least $3,600 in 1922.8 (Over $50,000 today). Six clocks of this type have been identified so far, of which three survive.

The first of these clocks built for Albert Samuels, San Francisco jeweler, in 1915 survives on Market Street in nearly original condition.9 (Figs. 2 & 3) This clock was restored by Jack Wittenmyer in 2000.10 Weisfield & Goldberg, Seattle jewelers, purchased one in 1919. It was last seen in 1967. Arthur Syman, Tacoma jeweler, installed one in 1921.11 Its fate is unknown. (Fig. 5) The American Jewelry Co., Bakersfield, CA purchased one in 1922. It remained in Bakersfield until just a few years ago when Jasper San Filippo purchased it. It is now beautifully restored as part of the San Filippo collection in East Barrington, IL at “Place de la Musique.” (Fig. 3) The last recorded eight dial clock was made for the Seattle jeweler, Friedlander June 28, 1928 and last seen in 1950.12 (Fig. 13)

The clock I originally tried to associate with the Dexter Ave. clock was documented in a Seattle Street Use permit issued to Gus Cohn March 16, 1928 for the installation of a Mayer eight dial clock in front of his shop at 310 Pike.13 The permit refers to the dials having the name Allan which would be changed to reflect the new owner. Allan was a prominent Vancouver, B.C. jeweler. Cohn installed a Mayer two dial late production model clock at 1421 4th Ave in 1925. All the photographic evidence shows that he installed the two dial clock at 310 Pike in 1928 and not an eight dial clock. (Fig. 10 & 11) Based on the dates of the Friedlander and Cohn applications, it is probably that the eight dial clock orginally intended for Cohn was purchased by Friedlander.

The Dexter Ave. clock is one of three surviving examples. The origin of the clock was a mystery until the dials were removed as a part of the Feb. 12 process. These revealed the name “M.G. Caplan Jeweler” which had been partially excised.
Caplan and Kaplan

Moshe (b. 1877) and Smole (b. 1884) Kaplan were born in Russia and apprenticed at age 13 to watchmakers. Smole and his wife Minnie immigrated to Seattle in about 1918, Moshe a few years earlier. Smole became Sam and Moshe, who never married, became Morris and eventually Maurice. He also changed the spelling of his last name to Caplan. Morris was working as a watchmaker in 1918 in the Green Building and the following year in the Pantages Building. By 1920 Morris had his own business at 1619 Westlake and within a year or two Sam opened his own shop at 1318 1st Ave.

Morris installed a Joseph Mayer two dial street clock (late production style) in November 1922. It survived a record snow storm Feb 14, 1923 (Fig. 6) and then came to an unfortunate end when struck by a car June 4, 1923. (Fig. 7). A Seattle City Department of Streets and Sewers street clock inventory dated Jan. 10, 1924 does not list a clock for 1619 Westlake. The next inventory dated July 29, 1927 does. Caplan must have replaced the two dial clock with one of Mayer’s eight dial models probably shortly after this loss sometime in 1924. Photographic evidence for this clock is sparse but fortunately a real photo postcard (RPPC) overhead shot of Westlake Ave. from the mid 1920’s clearly shows the big round head clock. (Fig. 8)

Morris was issued a street use permit March 28, 1930 to move his clock. In May Morris moved his business to a street level location at 206 Pike. (Fig. 9) He increased his newspaper advertising profile, apparently hoping for more business closer to the heart of the jewelry retail trade in Seattle. He brought his big clock with him where it joined a number of other Joseph Mayer productions. (Fig. 11) These included the Weisfield & Goldberg eight dial clock two blocks up at 414 Pike and Friedlander’s eight dial (identical to Caplan’s) across the street and up the block at 5th and Pike. Ben Bridge, across the street at 4th and Pike installed a Mayer four dial clock in 1928 which is the lone survivor on what was once a great street of clocks. Thomas Carroll, who as one of the first tenants in the Joshua Green Building, across the street at 323 Pike installed a “hand-me-down” Seth Thomas two dial clock in 1913. This was one of Seattle’s first two street clocks, purchased by Albert Hansen in 1890. Carroll must have finally felt compelled to upgrade this clock with the arrival of Caplan in 1930. He replaced it that same year with the last documented four dial clock made by Joseph Mayer. This clock survives at the Museum of History and Industry.

December 1930 found Caplan advertising a “Creditors forced sale of jewelry 20% to 50% off”. June 5, 1932 The Seattle Times reported that Caplan was "arranging for a planned removal to other quarters following an auction sale the past week." He moved to the second floor in this same building, 303 Peoples Bank Building. Adding insult to injury, they also reported that he had been robbed of $1000 worth of diamond rings the previous day while moving upstairs. Morris remained in business at this location until 1956.

A June 22, 1932 letter from the Superintendent of Public Works to the Board of Public Works reported that the new tenant of 206 Pike complained of the street clock left by Caplan in front of their business and wanted it removed. The letter also noted that Caplan was financially challenged and would find it difficult to pay for the removal. Joseph Mayer had been approached and agreed to remove the clock within 15 days. The board directed the removal. A July 4 letter from Mayer to the Board reported that Caplan had countermanded the Board’s order for removal by July 5 and the city had directed him to proceed. Mayer requested an additional 15 day extension and stated that he would remove the clock.
“putting it in storage in our plant holding it subject to the charges for our labor”. The board granted Mayer’s 15 day extension. The clock was removed probably by early August.

The following advertisement appeared in the May 26, 1937 Seattle Times:

![Advertisement Image]

The ad clearly refers to an eight dial clock based on the original cost of $3500. This may have been either Caplan trying to sell his clock or Mayer trying to sell it to recapture removal and storage fees accruing since 1932.

That is the last we hear of it until 1939. Mayer must have retained the clock, never having been compensated for the removal. It must have been discovered by his surviving partners and taken out of storage.

Meanwhile, Sam Kaplan moved from 1st Ave to Morris’ old location, 1415-19 Westlake Ave. A very interesting street use permit dated June 27, 1930 granted Sam permission “to erect one No. 1072 jeweler’s post clock in accordance with specifications as contained in the catalog of the Joseph Mayer Co.” This is the only reference we have to a Mayer catalog listing street clocks. The clock is a Mayer two dial model with a Howard style base and fancy crested top. It was last seen in 1942. (Fig. 12)

Family tradition notes that Morris and Sam were never close. Morris even listed someone in Russia as his closest relative on his World War I draft registration form. Sam, at least, wound and serviced many street clocks around the area. Sam lost his eldest son, Alex an Army Major in the Philippines during the first month of World War II. Sam’s youngest son, Irving went on to become a very well-known Seattle commercial artist and nationally syndicated cartoonist.

The Clock

Sometime in the late 1970’s the clock was electrified, probably by Jerry Martin, a Kirkland (later Port Townsend) street and tower clock restorer. (Fig. 14) This was done by adding a synchronous electric motor to the original Mayer movement frames. The clock lost its small dials and miniature distribution gearing and motion work at the top of the base, probably when it was electrified. Also lost was the Mayer patent electric winding mechanism. Eventually the entire movement and synchronous motor disappeared. The glass windows were replaced by sheet metal panels. Fortunately, the original Vitrolite dials, hands and the complete distribution gearing and motion works were still present in the head of the clock. (Figs. 14 & 17)

Other notable features and surprises are described in the photo essay (Fig. 15-26).
February 12, 2015, the corner of Dexter Ave. and Harrison. Artech Fine Arts Services experts getting set to remove the Dexter Ave. clock. They did a masterful job.
Fig. 2 The Samuels clock at its original location 895 Market, shortly after its installation in 1915.

Fig. 3 Detail showing one of the Samuels subsidiary dials.

Fig. 4 Detail showing the subsidiary dials on the San Filippo clock.

Fig. 5 Arthur Syman clock in Tacoma, 1922.
Fig. 6 Feb. 14, 1923 snow removal. Seattle Municipal Archives. Morris G. Caplan’s clock, a Mayer two dial was installed in 1922.
AUTOMOBILE WRECKS JEWELER'S CLOCK—Reports to the police today were that Marvin Roda, arrested on a charge of reckless driving last night and released on $100 bail, found the automobile he had borrowed too frisky for him. At any rate, the car collided with the big jeweler's clock in front of M. G. Capiello's Jewelry store, 1119 Westlake Ave., on the sidewalk, and wrecked both clock and machine. Miss Mary Dalton of the Commodore Hotel, 2013 Second Ave., claimed ownership of the car, but said she did not know Roda, a friend, had borrowed it, according to police.
Fig. 8 A real photo postcard (RPPC) showing Westlake Ave. in the mid 1920’s. Courtesy of Ron Edge

Fig. 9 M.G. Caplan’s Mayer Eight Dial clock at 206 Pike.

Fig. 10 Gus Cohn 310 Pike with a two dial Mayer clock. Courtesy of Ron Edge.
Fig. 11 Left to Right: M. G. Caplan’s Eight dial Mayer clock at 206 Pike. One of the small dials at the top of the base is visible. Gus Cohn’s two dial Mayer clock at 310 Pike; Hoeslich 404 Pike Howard two dial street clock which came to Seattle in 1908; Weisfield and Goldberg eight dial Mayer clock 414 Pike. Real photo postcard courtesy of Ron Edge.
Fig. 12 Sam Kaplan’s street clock at 1619 Westlake Ave in 1949. The clock was made by Joseph Mayer and installed by Kaplan in 1930. Seattle Municipal Archives photo.

Item No: 54462
Fig 13. The Friedlander clock installed at 5th and Pike in 1928. Essentially identical to the Dexter Ave. Caplan clock.

Fig 14. The Dexter Ave. clock ca 1981. The movement is powered by a synchronous motor.
Fig. 15 Chuck Roeser, Essence in Time consultant, holding the remarkably well preserved wooden inner ring to the bezel. It is marked door to indicate it came from the west (sidewalk) facing dial.

Fig. 16 A wooden ring marked “door” to indicate that it goes with the dial facing the sidewalk above the door to the base.

Fig. 17 The bezel, marked “2” to indicate it faces south, down Dexter Ave. with the wooden ring in place.

Fig. 18 Original dial and hands.

Fig. 19 The head showing the original gearing and light fixtures still in place. The holes where external lights once hung can be seen to the left and right below dial opening. There are electrical junction boxes inside the head at each lower corner. What must have been one of four small flag holders can be seen top right. There is no indication that there was any other embellishment around the top. The top hole was covered by a makeshift lead cap reminiscent of Jerry Martin’s work.
Fig. 20 The original behind the dial motion works and the distribution gearing. These show the typical Mayer style bronze universal couplings and final made distribution gear. Howard used cast iron for the universals.

Fig. 21 An archeological dig down to what appears to be the original green layer.
Fig. 22. The elaborate construction of the subsidiary dial assemblies was a surprise. The copper plate was substituted for a glass dial plated when the original motion work and distribution gearing were removed. The outer bezel, now painted is nickel plated and held firmly in place by a very finely threaded inner retaining ring.
Another surprise awaited us as the pole was removed—a sturdy inner reinforcing pipe. This required some serious effort and a large chain wrench to remove the following day back at the Artech warehouse.

Fig. 24. View looking from the bottom of the base. Note the large reinforcing bars at each corner. These reached through the top of the base and held the pole in place.

The massive base was bolted to threaded rods sunk in the concrete at each corner. Two of these bolts had rusted completely away. There was only about one inch of cement up around the base plus the two remaining bolts hold the clock in place.

The only remnant of the original Mayer patent electric winding system is the shaft at the bottom of the base with chain sprockets at each end.

Fig. 25. The massive head being readied for shipment. It weighs about 1500 pounds. The entire clock must be at least three tons.
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Fig. 26. Remaining bits related to the clock’s original electric past.

Above: The vintage Tork electric timer for the dial and side lights.

Below: The original movement base with the remains of the original master switch for the Mayer patent winding system. An actuating rod projected through the hole and would trip the master switch if the winding mechanism failed to stop by the top limit switch.
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